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Abstract 

The response of climate parameters to increase in vertical 

using RegCM4.5. Eighteen and 23 vertical levels are used for the simulation with 50 km x 50 km horizontal resolution in the 

LEV18 and LEV23 experiments, respectively. All other model parameters

vertical levels. Most of the climate parameters are better resolved in the higher resolution experiment. Air temperature is 

well captured by both vertical resolutions at upper and mid troposphere but LEV23 perfo

Simulations of omega pressure velocity from both resolutions have biases in terms of vertical and north

strength. Increased vertical resolution generally improves the simulated climate and makes it more realisti
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Introduction 

Realistic simulation of climate is necessary in climate studies to 

understand climate phenomena and variability. Regional 

Climate Models (RCMs) are particularly useful in downscaling 

future projected climate from Global Circulation Models 

(GCMs), based on coarse horizontal resolution in GCMs. The 

fine horizontal resolution in most RCMs refines the simula

output and makes them more realistic. Most simulations are 

done using predetermined vertical and horizontal resolutions

Interest of modellers in terms of fine resolution has been on the 

use of improved horizontal resolution and testing of different

resolutions in the vertical for improved simulation of climate 

and weather parameters
6-8

. The effect of changes in vertical 

resolution on climate in a few GCMs has been simulated with 

differing conclusion no significant effect on MJO simulation 

was reported with improved vertical resolution in ECHAM4 

GCM
9
. A similar result of no significant improvement with 

increased vertical resolution was obtained when horizontal 

resolution of T30 was used for two different simulations with 19 

and 39 vertical levels, respectively
10

. Also, improved simulation 

was found with ECHAM5 model on 31 vertical levels than 19 

levels
11

. These findings lend support to the criterion of 

consistency between vertical and horizontal resolutions

the consistency criterion is satisfied, improvement in 

simulations is expected with increased vertical resolution. 

Improved MJO simulation was reported with improved vertical 

resolution in HadAM3. In addition, more realistic spectrum of 

cloud and water vapour was simlated
13,14

improved simulation of response of North Pacific to ENSO 

forcing with increased number of vertical levels in HadAM3 

was documented
15

. Comparison of two ECHAM4 simulations 

on 19 and 42 vertical levels over the tropical band also resulted 
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The response of climate parameters to increase in vertical resolution based on a fixed horizontal resolution is simulated 

using RegCM4.5. Eighteen and 23 vertical levels are used for the simulation with 50 km x 50 km horizontal resolution in the 

LEV18 and LEV23 experiments, respectively. All other model parameters are the same except for the number of model 

vertical levels. Most of the climate parameters are better resolved in the higher resolution experiment. Air temperature is 

well captured by both vertical resolutions at upper and mid troposphere but LEV23 performs better at the surface. 

Simulations of omega pressure velocity from both resolutions have biases in terms of vertical and north

strength. Increased vertical resolution generally improves the simulated climate and makes it more realisti
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Realistic simulation of climate is necessary in climate studies to 

variability. Regional 

Climate Models (RCMs) are particularly useful in downscaling 

future projected climate from Global Circulation Models 

(GCMs), based on coarse horizontal resolution in GCMs. The 

fine horizontal resolution in most RCMs refines the simulated 

output and makes them more realistic. Most simulations are 

done using predetermined vertical and horizontal resolutions
1-5

. 

Interest of modellers in terms of fine resolution has been on the 

use of improved horizontal resolution and testing of different 

resolutions in the vertical for improved simulation of climate 

. The effect of changes in vertical 

resolution on climate in a few GCMs has been simulated with 

differing conclusion no significant effect on MJO simulation 

ed with improved vertical resolution in ECHAM4 

. A similar result of no significant improvement with 

increased vertical resolution was obtained when horizontal 

resolution of T30 was used for two different simulations with 19 

. Also, improved simulation 

was found with ECHAM5 model on 31 vertical levels than 19 

. These findings lend support to the criterion of 

consistency between vertical and horizontal resolutions
12

. When 

d, improvement in 

simulations is expected with increased vertical resolution. 

Improved MJO simulation was reported with improved vertical 

resolution in HadAM3. In addition, more realistic spectrum of 
13,14

. Furthermore, 

mproved simulation of response of North Pacific to ENSO 

forcing with increased number of vertical levels in HadAM3 

. Comparison of two ECHAM4 simulations 

on 19 and 42 vertical levels over the tropical band also resulted 

in improved simulation
16

. A few RCM have been used for 

similar studies. The Fifth Generation

Mesoscale Model (MM5) which is a regional mesoscale 

(MM5) was used for a similar study

increased vertical and horizontal resolu

simulation of heavy rainfall and surface air temperature. 

Version 3 of the Weather, Research and Forecasting model 

(WRF) was used to study the effect of increased vertical 

resolution (16-28 vertical levels) on the climate of West Africa 

and increased strength in circulation, vertical wind shear and 

amplitude of Africa Easterly Waves was found

the RCM (RegCM3) of the International Centre for Theoretical 

Physics (ICTP) with 14, 18 and 23 levels was employed in 

studying the influence of increased resolution in the vertical, on 

the climate of China
19

. There is need to con the influence of 

increased vertical resolution in RegCM4. However, the version 

four of the regional climate model up to RegCM4.4 has always 

been run with 18 vertical layers based on the advice of the 

model developers at ICTP
20

. In this paper, the latest version of 

RegCM4 (RegCM4.5) was used with 18 and 23 vertical levels 

to con the influence of increased vertical levels on simulation of 

climate over West Africa. 

 

Model setup: The RegCM4.5 was used for the simulations. 

Details of the design and performance of RegCM4 are well 

documented
20-22

. Similar experimental setup, in Adeniyi 

(2016)
23

 is used for two dynamical experiments, except for the 

different vertical resolutions. Eighteen and 23 sigmal levels 

corresponding to the pressure levels shown in Figure

used, respectively, for LEV18 and LEV23 experiments. The two 

different vertical resolutions are distinct at the surface, planetary 

boundary layer and mid-troposphere up to the upper 

troposphere. The distinction reduces towards the upper 
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resolution based on a fixed horizontal resolution is simulated 

using RegCM4.5. Eighteen and 23 vertical levels are used for the simulation with 50 km x 50 km horizontal resolution in the 

are the same except for the number of model 

vertical levels. Most of the climate parameters are better resolved in the higher resolution experiment. Air temperature is 

rms better at the surface. 

Simulations of omega pressure velocity from both resolutions have biases in terms of vertical and north-south extents and 

strength. Increased vertical resolution generally improves the simulated climate and makes it more realistic. 
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. A few RCM have been used for 

Fifth Generation Penn State/NCAR 

which is a regional mesoscale model 

(MM5) was used for a similar study
17

. It was concluded that, 

increased vertical and horizontal resolutions improved 

simulation of heavy rainfall and surface air temperature. 

Weather, Research and Forecasting model 

) was used to study the effect of increased vertical 

28 vertical levels) on the climate of West Africa 

increased strength in circulation, vertical wind shear and 

amplitude of Africa Easterly Waves was found
18

. Version 3 of 

the RCM (RegCM3) of the International Centre for Theoretical 

Physics (ICTP) with 14, 18 and 23 levels was employed in 

ence of increased resolution in the vertical, on 

. There is need to con the influence of 

increased vertical resolution in RegCM4. However, the version 

four of the regional climate model up to RegCM4.4 has always 

cal layers based on the advice of the 

. In this paper, the latest version of 

RegCM4 (RegCM4.5) was used with 18 and 23 vertical levels 

to con the influence of increased vertical levels on simulation of 

The RegCM4.5 was used for the simulations. 

Details of the design and performance of RegCM4 are well 

. Similar experimental setup, in Adeniyi 

is used for two dynamical experiments, except for the 

different vertical resolutions. Eighteen and 23 sigmal levels 

corresponding to the pressure levels shown in Figure-1 were 

used, respectively, for LEV18 and LEV23 experiments. The two 

resolutions are distinct at the surface, planetary 

troposphere up to the upper 

troposphere. The distinction reduces towards the upper 
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troposphere and there is no distinction between the two vertical 

resolutions beyond 150 hPa. The domain of simulation for the 

two different experiments is shown in Figure-2 with topography 

from Global 30 Arc-Second Elevation topography dataset. The 

experiments were from 00 GMT 01 May to 00 GMT 01 

September 2007 while the analysis starts from June leaving one 

month spin up against errors from persisting initial soil moisture 

properties. 

 

Validation datasets: Simulated precipitation was validated with 

the use of observational precipitation datasets from Climate 

Research Unit (version 3.22) on 0.5x0.5 degree grid
24

 and 

Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) daily, version 

1DD V1.1 on 1 degree grid
24-27

. Outgoing Longwave Radiation 

(OLR) simulation was validated using the interpolated National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) OLR 

satellite retrieved data
28

. Era Interim data of air temperature, 

cloud liquid water content omega, zonal (u) and meridional (v) 

wind at pressure levels were also used to validate the simulated 

air temperature, cloud liquid water u wind, v wind and omega. 

In addition, Era Interim skin temperature was used to validate 

simulated ground surface temperature. 

 

Results and discussion 

The domain of simulation is characterized by varied topography 

(Figure-2); most of the mountains are at the eastern part of the 

region. Among them are the mountains at Jos in central Nigeria, 

Cameroon, Niger, southern Algeria, northern Chad and 

Morocco. The western part of the simulation domain is majorly 

highlands such as the highlands at Mauritania, Ivory Coast and 

Mali. Low lands are sandwiched between the mountains and 

highlands mostly at the Western part of the domain. 

 

 
Figure-1: Pressure levels used in LEV18 and LEV23 

experiments. The red curve represents LEV18, while the black 

curve with symbol represents LEV23". 

 
Figure-2: Topography of the simulation domain in meters 

above sea level. 
 

Validation of simulated precipitation: Precipitation data in 

observation and simulation are compared in Figure-3. The CRU 

and GPCP observed precipitation have similar spatial pattern 

except for the mountain areas and the coast. While CRU has 

relatively higher precipitation at the coast, GPCP has higher 

precipitation at the mountain areas, for example at Jos in 

Nigeria (Figure-3a, b). Only GPCP has precipitation over ocean, 

so the two observed data cannot be compared over ocean. At the 

ocean and coast LEV18 and LEV23 overestimate precipitation. 

The spatial extent of significant simulated rainfall is far lower 

than observed in LEV18 (Figure-3). LEV23 simulates better 

spatial rainfall extent and values comparable with observation 

over land. LEV18 overestimates rainfall excessively at latitude 

5-10N; longitude 15-25W (Figure-3e) and underestimates 

precipitation in most of the other areas. LEV23 has better 

representation of precipitation. 
 

Validation of simulated ground surface temperature: Figure-

4 shows ground surface temperature from Era-Interim reanalysis 

and simulations. Era-Interim shows hotter northern Africa 

starting from the Sahel, with the hottest area within 10W to 5E 

and 15 to 30N. This depicts the Sahara Thermal Low (STL). 

LEV18 overestimates ground temperature at the south and 

underestimates it at the north such that the observed distinction 

between ground temperature at the north and south is not 

obvious in LEV18. The spatial extent of STL in LEV18 is also 

low with respect to Era-Interim (Figure-4b). In the same vein, 

LEV23 underestimates observed ground temperature at the 

north and overestimates it at the south but it simulates ground 

temperature closer to Era-Interim than LEV18. Figure-4d shows 

higher ground temperature simulated by LEV23 at the north 

(15-25N) and lower at the south with respect to LEV18. 
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Validation of simulated outgoing longwave radiation: 
Figure-5 shows observed and simulated Outgoing Longwave 

Radiation (OLR), deep convection (OLR<245 Wm
-2

) is found at 

the southern countries while higher OLR are at the north in 

observed NOAA. Only the far southeastern area, central 

Nigeria, the ocean (5-10N) and the coast have simulated deep 

convection in LEV18 (Figure-5b). LEV23 shows extended 

spatial coverage of simulated deep convection than LEV18 

(Figures-5b, c, d; Figure-3c, d, e). This explains the spatial 

coverage of simulated precipitation in both vertical resolutions 

since precipitation is mainly convective over the tropics
29

. 

 

Ratio of convective precipitation to the simulated total 

precipitation in LEV18 and LEV23 experiments is shown in 

Figure-6. While LEV18 shows scattered substantial proportion 

of simulated convective precipitation, LEV23 has extended 

spatial spread of substantial proportion of convective 

precipitation below 15
o
N. LEV18 simulates little or no 

convective precipitation over land beyond 15
o
N. This is in 

support of the general simulation of more convective 

precipitation by higher vertical resolution experiment in most 

part of the tropics by ECHAM4 model
16

. The two vertical 

resolutions simulate the least proportion of convective 

precipitation at the Atlantic Ocean between 18-30
o
N and 20-

15
o
W. 

 

Validation of simulated cloud water content: Figure-7 shows 

observed and simulated zonal average of Cloud Water Content 

(CWC). It is documented that vertical resolution affects CWC 

and it is better represented by high resolution
13,16

. Era Interim 

(Figure-7a) shows resolved CWC up to the mid-troposphere 

(500 hPa). LEV18 does not resolve CWC beyond 600 hPa while 

LEV23 resolves it up to 500 hPa (Figure-7b, c). 

Validation of simulated zonal wind: Figure-8 shows the 

vertical cross-section of zonal average of zonal wind. Africa 

Easterly Jet (AEJ) and Tropical Easterly Jet (TEJ) are shown at 

about 600 and 200 hPa, respectively in Era Interim and 

simulations. However, the AEJ is stronger in LEV23 than 

LEV18. LEV23 is closer to Era-Interim in terms of strength. 

While Era-Interim shows the AEJ core at 15N, LEV18 and 

LEV23 show the AEJ at 7.5
o
N. 

 

Validation of simulated specific humidity: Figure-9 shows 

crossection of zonal average (-15 to 15
o
E) of specific humidity. 

LEV23 resolves the specific humidity better at the north than 

LEV18 with respect to Era-Interim. The vertical extent of 

specific humidity in LEV23 is also closer to Era-Interim than 

that in LEV18. 

 

Validation of simulated air temperature: Figure-10 shows the 

cross section of zonal average of temperature. Temperature is 

well resolved at the upper- troposphere and mid-troposphere 

based on the two vertical resolutions. However, at the lower-

troposphere temperature is better resolved by LEV23 than 

LEV18 with respect to Era-Interim. 

 

Validation of simulated omega pressure velocity: Figure-11 

shows ascent (omega pressure velocity) in Era-Interim and 

simulations. Ascent in Era-Interim at 5
o
N is captured by both 

resolutions but the north-south extent of the ascent is by far 

lower in simulations, the ascent is stronger in LEV23. Between 

15
o
N and 25

o
N, the ascent in Era-Interim is also captured in 

simulations but stronger than Era-Interim and extends north-

south than Era-Interim. Between 10-15
o
N at the lower 

troposphere, weak descent in Era-Interim is better captured by 

LEV23. 
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Figure-3: JJA 2007 seasonal precipitation (mmday

-1
)  in (a) CRU, (b) GPCP, (c) LEV18, (d) LEV23 and (e) difference between 

LEV23 and LEV18. LEV18 and LEV23 are simulations. 
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Figure-4: JJA 2007 ground surface temperature (K) in (a) Era-Interim, (b) LEV18 experiment, (c) LEV23 experiment and (d) 

difference between LEV23 and LEV18. 
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Figure-5: JJA Outgoing longwave radiation (Wm

-2
) from (a) NOAA, (b) LEV 18 experiment, (c) LEV23 experiment and  LEV23 

experiment minus LEV18 experiment in 2007. 
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Figure-6: Proportion of convective precipitation from (a) LEV18 and (b) LEV23 experiments. 
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Figure-7: JJA zonal average of Cloud water content (x 10

-6
 gm

-2
) from (a) Era-Interim, (b) LEV18 and (c) LEV23 experiments in 

2007. The cloud water content is averaged over 15
o
W to 15

o
E. 
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Figure-8: JJA zonal average of uwind (ms

-1
) from (a) Era-Interim, (b) LEV18 and (c) LEV23 experiments in 2007. The uwind is 

averaged over 15
o
W to 15

o
E. 
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Figure-9: JJA zonal average of specific humidity(x 10

-2
 kgkg

-1
) from (a) Era-Interim, (b) LEV18 and (c) LEV23 experiments. 

Specific humidity is averaged over 15
o
W to 15

o
E. 
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Figure-10: JJA zonal average of temperature (K) from (a) Era-Interim, (b) LEV18 and (c) LEV23 experiments in 2007. 

Temperature is averaged over 15
o
W to 15

o
E. 
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Figure-11: JJA zonal average of omega pressure velocity (x 10

-5 
hPas

-1
) from (a) Era-Interim, (b) LEV18 and (c) LEV23 

experiments in 2007. Omega pressure velocity is averaged over 15
o
W to 15

o
E. 

 

Validation of simulated Radiation heating rate: Cross-section 

of simulated Shortwave Radiation Heating rate (QRS) at 0
o
E for 

LEV18 and LEV23 is shown in Figure-12. Higher vertical and 

north-south spread of high QRS is simulated in LEV23 at the 

mid-troposphere but lower heating rate at the surface compared 

to LEV18. The shortwave heating rate is conspicuous at 5-10
o
N 

from the surface to the mid-troposphere. Figure-13 shows the 

crossection of simulated Longwave Radiation Heating Rate 

(QRL) at 0
o
E for LEV18 and LEV23.Magnitude of QRL is 

highest at the mid-troposphere and lowest at 200-100 hPa.   

 

The vertical profile of QRL is similar to that of QRS (Figure-12 

and 13). The greenhouse gases, including tropospheric ozone 

contributes to the highest magnitude of radiation heating rate at 

the mid-troposphere. Figure-14 shows simulated Surface Net 

Downward Shortwave (RSNS) in LEV18 and LEV23. LEV23 

shows wide spread low values (RSNS < 195 Wm
-2

 below 12
o
N 

on land). Whereas such values are scanty in LEV18. 

 

Simulated Surface Net Downward Longwave (RSNL) in 

LEV18 and LEV23 is shown in Figure-15. RSNL values less 

than 70 Wm
-2

 is wide spread over land and ocean at the south 

below 15
o
N in LEV23 but scanty in LEV18 (Figure-15a, b). 

Lowest values are located at the mountains. The RSNS and 

RSNL have the same spatial variation but RSNL values are 

lower as expected. The albedo of the various surfaces such as 

water, mountain, soil colour and desert, to mention a few affects 

the downward shortwave radiation and upward longwave 

radiation. Surfaces with low albedo such as lakes, oceans and 

forests have high RSNS and RSNL while surfaces with high 

albedo such as desert snow on mountains and sea ice have low 

RSNS and RSNL. 
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Figure-12: Cross-section of 0

o
E mean July shortwave radiation heating rate (x 10

-6
 Ks

-1
) for (a) LEV18 experiment and (b) LEV23 

experiment in 2007. 
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Figure-13: Cross-section of 0

o
E mean July longwave radiation heating rate (x 10

-6
 Ks

-1
) for (a) LEV18 experiment and (b) LEV23 

experiment in 2007. 
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Figure-14: JJA surface net downward shortwave radiation (Wm

-2
) from (a) LEV18 experiment and (b) LEV23 experiment in 2007. 
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Figure-15: JJA surface net upward longwave radiation flux (Wm

-2
) from (a) LEV18 experiment and (b) LEV23 experiment in 

2007. 
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Conclusion 

Influence increased resolution in the vertical on climate is 

simulated with RegCM4.5 based on 18 and 23 number of 

vertical levels (LEV18 and LEV23). This was tested over West 

Africa. The two different model levels are different from the 

surface up to the upper troposphere but the levels are the same 

from 150 hPa to the pressure top of the model. A similar set-up 

was used in ECHAM4 with more vertical model layers at the 

upper troposphere
16

. They reported improved performance of 

convective precipitation parameterization schemes with the 

increased vertical resolution. In this work, LEV23 simulates 

more realistic precipitation than LEV18 with respect to 

observed CRU and GPCP. Observed NOAA deep convection 

(OLR < 245 Wm
-2

) in southern part of the simulation domain is 

wide spread. Simulated deep convection in LEV23 has similar 

spatial structure with NOAA while only a few isolated areas 

have deep convection in LEV18. Both LEV18 and LEV23 

experiments underestimate ground temperature at the northern 

part of the simulation domain and overestimate it at the southern 

part of the domain. However, LEV23 simulates ground 

temperature with lower bias than LEV18 with respect to Era-

Interim reanalysis.  Convective precipitation dominates West 

Africa
29

. Also, higher proportion of convective precipitation is 

simulated by higher vertical resolution in ECHAM4 model
16

. 

The LEV23 experiment simulates greater proportion of 

convective precipitation below 15
o
N as expected. LEV23 

resolves cloud water content up to 500 hPa as observed in Era-

Interim. The simulated cloud water content in LEV23 is more 

realistic than in LEV18. This corroborates previous reports
13,16

. 

Strength of AEJ simulated in LEV23 is more comparable to 

Era-Interim, LEV23 experiment also resolves specific humidity 

better at the north with respect to Era-Interim reanalysis. 

Furthermore, the vertical extent of specific humidity is better 

captured by LEV23 than LEV18. Both LEV18 and LEV23 

experiments resolve air temperature well at the upper and mid 

troposphere, but LEV23 resolves air temperature better at the 

lower troposphere. Influence of greenhouse gases including 

tropospheric ozone on radiation heating rate in the vicinity of 

the mid-troposphere is better resolved in LEV23 experiments. 

Omega pressure velocity is captured with lower N-S extent and 

differing strengths in LEV18 and LEV23 simulations with 

respect to Era-Interim reanalysis. Albedo effect on surface net 

radiation is better resolved by LEV23 experiment. The results 

show better resolved climate with increased vertical resolution 

using the same horizontal resolution. 
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